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Log Analyser 6 For PC

Log Analyser 6 is a tool for Lotus Domino administrators to detect events in the Domino server log
and report on them. This database searches the documents in the Miscellaneous Events and Mail
Routing Events views in the LOG.NSF database looking for keywords and upon detection create a
report document which can also be sent via email. Give Log Analyser 6 a try to fully assess its
capabilities! You need to add some sort of extraction tool for the email to get it out of the Notes
Inbox and into a separate folder. I'm talking about using a UNIX program (the only one I know of for
email is `mailx`). This is part of my master thesis. I have created a custom view, that will have a
searchable html / sortable table. The table will show a list of customers and will have information
about their contacts. I have hard coded the fields in the view and would like to add some sort of a
sent-request in case the field is not filled in. I have this good feeling that it should be possible and I
have found some posts that seem promising, but I have yet to fully understand how to do it. So any
help will be highly appreciated. Tranel: This is part of my master thesis. I have created a custom
view, that will have a searchable html / sortable table. The table will show a list of customers and will
have information about their contacts. I have hard coded the fields in the view and would like to add
some sort of a sent-request in case the field is not filled in. I have this good feeling that it should be
possible and I have found some posts that seem promising, but I have yet to fully understand how to
do it. So any help will be highly appreciated. Do you have any webpages or documents describing
the fields you've used in your view? As far as I understand it, it will be done automatically if you set
the property RetrieveNonFilledFields = false in the view. You could also check out the SearchView
control I'm developing. It might be what you're looking for. Regards TheDnB Logged Ethereal -
Cooling - Slackware - Life is not a journey to the grave with the intention of arriving safely in a pretty
and well-preserved body. Rather, it's a skid row, a no man's land,

Log Analyser 6 Crack+ With Registration Code

Lotus Domino Log Analyser 6 is a tool for Lotus Domino administrators to detect events in the
Domino server log and report on them. This database searches the documents in the Miscellaneous
Events and Mail Routing Events views in the LOG.NSF database looking for keywords and upon
detection create a report document which can also be sent via email. Give Log Analyser 6 a try to
fully assess its capabilities! Log Analyser 6 Features: Sending of the logged reports via email
(optional, but you get Lotus Domino support) Log events can be grouped by date (can be set) The
description of the date can be changed This application can search for keywords within some
documents This application provides an easy way to classify Domino actions such as messages, mail
events, server events, sessions, etc. Dates of events are automatically tagged with the current date
and time Log files can be located on the Domino server with a path provided. You can define other
paths if Log Analyser 6 has to look for the log files in different locations Text (the logged event) can
be searched ... and more Document Map The tool also provides a Map of all the files on the Domino
server that are sent in the LOG.NSF database. You can search for documents in the database by
using the keywords in the description of the document, by simply highlighting them with the mouse,
or by checking a checkbox. Log Analyser 6.7 latest version description Log Analyser 6.7 latest
version description Leo Log Analyser 6.7 is a tool for Lotus Domino administrators to detect events in
the Domino server log and report on them. This database searches the documents in the
Miscellaneous Events and Mail Routing Events views in the LOG.NSF database looking for keywords
and upon detection create a report document which can also be sent via email. Give Log Analyser
6.7 a try to fully assess its capabilities! Log Analyser 6.7 latest version Log Analyser 6.7 latest
version Log Analyser 6.7 latest version is a tool for Lotus Domino administrators to detect events in
the Domino server log and report on them. This database searches the documents in the
Miscellaneous Events and Mail Routing Events views in the LOG.NSF database looking for keywords
and upon detection create a report document which can also be sent via email. Give Log An
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Log Analyser 6 is a tool for Lotus Domino administrators to detect events in the Domino server log
and report on them. This database searches the documents in the Miscellaneous Events and Mail
Routing Events views in the LOG.NSF database looking for keywords and upon detection create a
report document which can also be sent via email. Give Log Analyser 6 a try to fully assess its
capabilities! Log Analyser 6 Functions: Log Analyser 6 is a Java application that can search through
Domino log files for keywords and produce a formatted report detailing what events have occurred
and when. The 'Optional' keyword is used to limit the report to specific systems that may require
more information. Currently supported events: - General Domino Events (Mail Routing,
Miscellaneous, Service Events) - Domino Notes Events (Changes, Changes unconfirmed, Reminders,
Notes App Events) - Domino Security Events (Revocation, Permission Events) - Domino Access
Control Events (Restrictions, Assignments, Security Events) - Domino Tags Events (Custom Tags,
Nouns, Abbreviations) Optional events: - Domino Agent Servers - Legacy Domino Agent Servers -
Lotus Notes Server (if installed on the same machine as your Domino Server) - User Agents (Applet,
ActiveX, Browser) - Protocols (Internet, Proxys, IMAP, POP3) - Cache files (if location and filename is
specified) - Config file (if location and filename is specified) - Network traffic (if Port and IP are
specified) - Domino Shared Files (Documents, Attachments) - Lotus Notes Shared Files (Documents,
Attachments) - Domino Attachments (Documents, Contacts, Calendar Attachments, eDirectory) -
MIME (if MIME type is specified) - Lotus Domino Server Groups (if password for the group is specified)
Log Analyser 6 Features: - Find Event Topics: Search for key words in any of the existing events for
the Domino server. Results will have the Event Summary, Event Details, Event Category and Event
Count columns with the list of events which had the keyword. - Find Events by Keywords: Search for
specific keywords and apply exclusions if required. Results will have the Event Summary, Event
Details, Event Category and Event Count columns with the list of events

What's New in the?

Log Analyser 6 is a tool for Lotus Domino administrators to detect events in the Domino server log
and report on them. This database searches the documents in the Miscellaneous Events and Mail
Routing Events views in the LOG.NSF database looking for keywords and upon detection create a
report document which can also be sent via email. Give Log Analyser 6 a try to fully assess its
capabilities! Notes_Column 1 and Notes_Column 2 allow the user to re-order the columns and
change column headings. It now supports the following new fields: Notes_SearchWord
Notes_SearchWord This is the search word used in the search. It can be easily modified with the
Notes_SearchWordEdit view in the Admin Console. Notes_SearchType Notes_SearchType This is the
search type that is being used in the search. There are two search types: Whole Words Search and
Fuzzy Search. In Whole Words Search the search term must be present in the entire data item. In
Fuzzy Search only part of the term is required to match the data item. If the search type is Whole
Words Search then the Match All option is enabled. If the search type is Fuzzy Search then the Match
Any option is enabled. Notes_SearchColumns Notes_SearchColumns This is the list of columns the
search should be applied to. Notes_SearchOrder Notes_SearchOrder If set to Notes_SearchType (that
is, this is whole words) this value is the order in which the search should be performed.
Notes_SearchDirection Notes_SearchDirection If set to Notes_SearchType (that is, this is whole
words) this value is the direction in which the search should be performed. Notes_SearchState
Notes_SearchState If set to Notes_SearchType (that is, this is whole words) this value is the search
state, which is usually 0 (not completed), 1 (in progress) or 2 (completed). Notes_SearchKeywords
Notes_SearchKeywords This is the list of keywords that should be found in the data item.
Notes_SearchTime Notes_SearchTime This is the time that the search took to run.
Notes_SearchUpdate Notes_SearchUpdate
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System Requirements For Log Analyser 6:

Minimum: OS: 64-bit version of Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 8.1, or Windows 10 64-bit version of
Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 8.1, or Windows 10 CPU: Intel Core 2 Duo / Core i5 / Core i7 or AMD
Phenom or Athlon Intel Core 2 Duo / Core i5 / Core i7 or AMD Phenom or Athlon RAM: 6 GB RAM 6 GB
RAM Graphics: Nvidia GeForce GTX460 (2GB) / AMD Radeon HD 6870 (2GB
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